
All science equipment with the exception of the laser pro-
filimeter for sea ice studies was installed and tested at the
naval air station at Point Mugu, California. A test flight was
conducted on 3 October 1980, and the journey to Antarctica
commenced six days later as the aircraft departed from Barbers
Point, Hawaii. On the first leg of the trip, the converter on the
equipment used in the volcanic plume studies failed, causing
data loss for that experiment. It was replaced with a spare at
Pago Pago, American Samoa, and the aircraft continued to
Christchurch, New Zealand, arriving 11 October.

Several missions were flown out of Christchurch prior to
deployment to Antarctica, two involving penetration of the jet
stream and others to White Island and Mount Ngaurahoe for
volcanic studies. The aircraft departed for McMurdo Station
on 24 October. During the flight another converter unit failed,
this time in the air sampling rack, and data for that experiment
were lost. Shortly after arrival at McMurdo, bad weather closed
down all operations. The weather broke after several days and
the failed unit was repaired. A flight was attempted on 2
November, but weather forced an abort. On 3 November, the
first antarctic mission was completed. Two more successful
flights were completed before problems with the aircraft forced
a return for repairs to Christchurch. Operations resumed for
awhile, but, again, problems returned the craft to Christ-
church. On 15 November, the aircraft returned for the last time
to McMurdo, and five more missions were completed. Eight
days later the aircraft returned to Christchurch for removal of
science equipment; it was released to the VXE-6 squadron on
26 November.

The table summarizes the mission and the science activities
for the 1980 flights. Principal investigators participating were:
S. Ackley, sea ice cover; A. Hogan, polar meteorology; D.
Murcray, stratospheric trace gases; L. Radke, volcanic plume
studies; R. Renard, mesoscale meteorology; E. Robinson, trace
gas studies; C. Shaw, aerosol sources; C. Wendler, katabatic
winds; and V. Saxena, cloud physics. Other science personnel
participating in the flights were C. Ferrell, J . Gosink, F. Men-
zia, M. Frank, J . Govoni, R. A. Schmidt, B. Barker, D. Baker,
and J. Russell.

The Applied Physics Laboratory field personnel for antarctic
operations were R. A. Hutchins and J . W. Eifert; assisting in
the field prior to deployment were R. L. Hickerson and H. P.
Von Gunten. Commander L. Pullen of the National Science

Schedule of events for LC-130 in 1980

	

Date	Flight	 Comments

	

3 Oct	1	Test flight (Los Angeles landing)

	

9 Oct	2	Point Mugu to Hawaii

	

10 Oct	3	Hawaii to Pago Pago
Converter for volcanic plume studies failed

	

11 Oct	4	Pago Pago to Christchurch

	

16 Oct	5	Volcanic studies of White Island
6	First jet stream penetration flight

	

18 Oct	7	Second jet stream penetration flight

	

23 Oct	8	Volcanic studies of Mount Ngaurahoe
New digital recorder board

	

24 Oct	9	First Christchurch to McMurdo flight
Second converter failed

	

2 Nov	10	Flight aborted due to bad weather

	

3 Nov	11	First cloud physics study

	

5 Nov	12	Second cloud physics study

	

6 Nov	13	First flight from McMurdo to Christchurch for
repairs (left ski problem)

	

7 Nov	14	Second Christchurch to McMurdo flight

	

9 Nov	-	Flight aborted due to engine problems

	

13 Nov	15	Second flight from McMurdo to Christchurch
for repairs (right ski problem)

	

15 Nov	16	Third Christchurch to McMurdo flight

	

16 Nov	17	Flight to Skelton Glacier/South Pole (landing
at Pole)

	

17 Nov	18	Flight to Beardmore Glacier

	

18 Nov	19	Flight to Beaufort Island and South Pole;
compass problems

	

19 Nov	20	First katabatic wind study; digital data
problem

	

20 Nov	21	Second katabatic wind study

	

23 Nov	22	Return to Christchurch (last flight of season)

Foundation Polar Programs office coordinated the operation
with the VXE-6 naval squadron.

Personnel at the Laboratory extend their appreciation to the
scientists and aircraft crews for their cooperation and assis-
tance in making the mission successful. In addition, the Lab-
oratory appreciates the opportunity to work with Benson
Fogle, program manager for the National Science Foundation.

LC-130 flights were supported by Interagency Agreement
DPP 78-20114 between the National Science Foundation and
the U.S. Navy.

Recent review papers in antarctic
literature

GEZA T. THURONYI

Science and Technology Division
Library of Congress

Washington, D.C. 20540

The Cold Regions Bibliography Project has been abstracting
and indexing the antarctic literature for a period approaching
20 years. About 25,000 citations have been captured in an
automated database and are available for online access through
the System Development Corporation's ORBIT system. The

database also serves to produce the monthly current-aware-
ness bulletin Current Antarctic Literature (CAL), the hard-
bound indexed volumes of the Antarctic Bibliography (an 18-
month edited cumulation of CAL), and cumulative indexes.

In addition to the strictly bibliographic data, each record
entered into the database contains information of a more
incidental or statistical nature, such as the language, country
of publication, date of input, type of publication, and method
of acquisition. These elements of information are entered into
the record in the form of letter or number codes and are thus
easily retrievable.

The format used for entering citations and abstracts into the
Cold Regions Data Base is a modified MARC format. From the
many codes featured in the MARC system, only a few were
adopted, among them one that indicates that the cited work
contains a bibliography. For the Cold Regions Data Base, this
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code is used whenever a paper contains more than 20 refer-
ences. The following is an example of how this code may aid
certain types of searches.

In response to a recent inquiry, we undertook a search for
books or papers in which the state of the art in various fields
of antarctic research is reviewed. Since such review papers
invariably contain extensive bibliographies, the bibliography
code was queried to reduce the number of items to be scanned.
From this group of publications featuring substantial bibli-
ographies, the ones qualifying as "review papers" were then
selected. The search was limited to the last 3-4 years. As a
matter of general interest, the papers selected are listed in the
table.

The listing seems to indicate that the greatest number'of
comprehensive reviews were written with a practical rather
than a pure research outlook; many scientific disciplines
(oceanography, atmosphere physics, several branches of the
earth sciences, etc.) have been neglected.

Whether or not there is a need for comprehensive review
papers in any field must, of course, ultimately be determined
by the specialists working in that field, or by those willing to
sponsor such studies.

In the meantime, the Cold Regions Bibliography Project,
through timely coverage of the literature, will continue to
provide a current review of progress in antarctic research
throughout the world. The National Science Foundation sup-
ports the project through an interagency agreement CA-30.

Recent books and papers in which the state of the art in various fields of antarctic research is reviewed

General
Washburn, A. L., FOCUS ON POLAR RESEARCH. Science, Aug. 8,

1980 209(4457), p. 643-652. (For abstract see Ant. Bibliog. [12] A-
23763).

Biology
Lindsay, D. C., LICHENS OF COLD DESERTS. Lichen ecology, edited

by M. R. D. Seaward, London, Academic Press, 1977, p. 183-209.
(10B-21177).

Bradford, J . M., SEA ICE ORGANISMS AND THEIR IMPORTANCE
TO THE ANTARCTIC ECOSYSTEM (REVIEW). New Zealand ant-
arctic record, 1978 1(2), p. 43-50. (1B-20878).

Earth Sciences
Kohnen, H., EARTH SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS ON THE SIXTH

CONTINENT. (Ober die geowissenschaftlichen Forschungen auf
dem sechsten Kontinent). Erde, 1978 109(2), p. 153-187. (10E-20865).

Glaciology
Radok, U., CLIMATIC ROLES OF ICE: A CONTRIBUTION TO THE

INTERNATIONAL HYDROLOGICAL PROGRAMME (IHP). Inter-
national Association of Hydrological Sciences. Bulletin, Sep. 1978
23(3), p. 333-354. (10E-21282).

Drewry, D., ICE-SHEET GLACIOLOGY. Progress in physical geog-
raphy, Sep. 1979 3(3), p. 313-328. (11F-23251).

Klokov, V. D., MELTING AND SURFACE RUNOFF FROM THE ANT-
ARCTIC ICE SHEET. (Taianie i zhidkii stok s poverkhnosti ledni-
kovogo pokrova antarktidy). Leningrad, Gidrometeoizdat, 1979,
128p. (11F-23251).

Medicine
Matusov, A. L., LIVING CONDITIONS AND HEALTH OF POLAR

EXPEDITION MEMBERS. (Usloviia zhizni i sostoianie zdorov'ia
uchastnikov poliarnykh ekspeditsii). Leningrad, Gidrometeoizdat,
1979, 232p. ([121 H-24591).

Meteorology
Shaw, G. E., CONSIDERATIONS ON THE ORIGIN AND PROPER-

TIES OF THE ANTARCTIC AEROSOL. Reviews of geophysics and
space physics, Nov. 1979 17(8), p. 1983-1998. (111-22950).

Voskresenskii, A. I., METEOROLOGICAL PROBLEMS OF THE
SOUTHERN OCEAN. (Meteorologicheskie problemy IUzhnogo
okeana). Sovetskaia antarkticheskaia ekspeditsiia. Informatsionnyi
biulleten', 1978 No. 98, p. 5-15. (101-20718).

Polar Group, Baker, D. J . , Radok, U., Weller, G., POLAR ATMO-
SPHERE-ICE-OCEAN PROCESSES: A REVIEW OF POLAR PROB-
LEMS IN CLIMATE RESEARCH. Reviews of geophysics and space
physics, May 1980 18(2), p. 525-543. (111-23449).

Resources, Exploitation
Lundquist, T. H., ICEBERG COMETH?: INTERNATIONAL LAW

RELATING TO ANTARCTIC ICEBERG EXPLOITATION. Natural
resources journal, Jan. 1977 17(1), p. 1-41. (11M-21971).

Auburn, F. M., OFFSHORE OIL AND GAS IN ANTARCTICA. Ger-
man yearbook of international law, 1977 Vol.20, 173p. (10M-21266).

Mitchell, B., Sandbrook, R., MANAGEMENT OF THE SOUTHERN
OCEAN. Washington, Internatl. Inst. for Environment and Devel-
opment, 1980, 162p. (11J-23750).

McWhinnie, M. A., Denys, C. J . , ANTARCTIC MARINE LIVING
RESOURCES WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO KRILL EUPHAUSIA
SUPERBA: ASSESSMENT OF ADEQUACY OF PRESENT KNOWL-
EDGE. Dec. 1978, 209p., Report submitted to the National Science
Foundation. (10B-21492).

National Research Council. Marine Board. Assembly of Engineering,
ENGINEERING AT THE ENDS OF THE EARTH; POLAR OCEAN
TECHNOLOGY FOR THE 1980'S. Washington, D.C., National
Academy of Sciences, 1979, 74p. (11G-22391).

Weeks, W. F., ICEBERG WATER: AN ASSESSMENT. Annals of gla-
ciology, 1980 Vol. 1, p. 5-10. ([12] F-24465).

Citation analysis of antarctic
research

SUSAN E. COZZENS

Institute for Scientific Information
University City Science Center

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104

One indication of the impact of antarctic research is the
extent to which published reports of antarctic data are cited in

the literature of their fields. An analysis of this sort of impact
is currently underway. The project uses two unique, machine-
readable databases, the Antarctic Bibliography and the Science
Citation Index. The overlap between these databases has been
identified as a starting point for the citation analysis: that is,
all articles that were included in the Antarctic Bibliography were
covered in the Source Index of the Science Citation Index, and
were also cited at least once between 1961 and 1978 have been
identified. A total of 2,942 articles fall into this set.

In addition to other forms of analysis, the qualitative impact
of these antarctic publications is being traced. Comparison
with the Institute for Scientific Information's (151's) existing
data on the research fronts of science reveals that antarctic
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